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2-1. Where meter service will be located on customer’s pole DES will furnish and install service drop 
conductor from service pole to customer’s pole.  DES will furnish and the customer must install the 
eyebolt for the service drop conductor.  Eyebolt can be obtained from the DES metering department 
where meter bases are picked up.  The eyebolt is a galvanized 5/8 inch by required length for purpose 
being used. 

2-2. Location and height of customer’s pole determined by DES engineer.  Customer’s pole will be a treated 
utility pole and will be set a minimum depth of 4 ft. to 6 ft. depending on size of pole.  Standard size pole 
is 25’ set 5’ in ground. Some circumstances might require/allow this to be changed. 

2-3. Eyebolt shall be located within 12 inches of top of pole. Weather head must be located within 2 feet of 
the eyebolt.  Use type W wire for conductors. 

2-4. Rigid conduit, IMC, EMT, Schedule 80 electrical PVC with rain-tight couplings and connectors, may be 
used as service entrance conductor raceway.  Service entrance raceways should be fastened to the pole 
within 12 inches of service head and meter base and then at 30 inch intervals in between. 

2-5. A meter base and hub, of proper size and type, will be furnished and installed by the customer.  Meter 
base will be located between 5 and 6 ft. above grade. 

2-6. A weatherproof, U.L. listed, multi-circuit disconnect will be located within 30 ft. of manufactured home.  
Whether located below meter base on customer’s pole or on stub, in no case will disconnect be less than 
2 ft. above grade.  If spacer block is necessary behind meter base or disconnect, use treated wood, metal 
brackets, or struts. 

2-7. A ground wire of No. 4 bare copper or larger shall be run from the meter base to a to a minimum of two 
driven ground rods spaced 6 ft. apart.  Two 8 ft. driven ground rods bonded to ground wire with clamps 
suitable for direct soil burial will be installed below final grade.  If rebar is used in a concrete foundation 
the rebar shall be stubbed out of the concrete at the service entrance.  The ground wire will be attached 
to the rebar using suitable clamps then run to the ground rods and then to the meter base unspliced (use 
tear drop clamps at both locations).  Install an intersystem bonding terminal below the meter base with 
a minimum of three additional termination points on the exposed bare ground wire. Ground wire shall 
be run in a 1/2” PVC conduit below grade.  Conduit should not be attached to disconnect, it should start 
4” below disconnect and continue down below grade leaving the ground wire exposed between the 
meter base and the conduit. 

2-8. If condition “A” the conduit may be strapped with electrical straps to the bottom of the mobile home.  If 
condition “B” the conduit must be a minimum of 18” deep outside of the mobile home perimeter.  Once 
under the mobile home the depth may be reduced to 1” fill over top of conduit.  No more than three 
turns or elbows may be used from the base of the meter pole to service entrance of the mobile home. 

2-9. If the distance from the last DES pole to the meter pole is greater than fifty feet (50 ft.), the meter pole 
must be guyed according to the following specifications: 

 (A)  The anchor should be buried a minimum of 12 ft. from the meter pole at a depth of 4 ½ ft. in line 
with the pull of the electric service wires. 

 (B)   Minimum guying material shall be 
   1.  6000# Anchor plate 
  2.  1/4” Guy strand 
  3.  5/8” x 5’ Thimble eye anchor rod       
   
NOTE:  Purple set up sticker needs to be on mobile home panel door and smoke detector needs to be up at final 

inspection. 
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